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FRONTISPIECE: Well-designed

bamboo fences make attractive
barriers, and the material makes it easy for you to be creative
with the design.
PAGE 6: A fence can separate, but adding a bufer planting full
of ﬂowers and textures creates a feeling of space without actually
taking up too much room.
PAGES 8 AND 9: A green roof provides not just more planting space
in a garden, but a way to help capture and ﬁlter stormwater before
it runs of into the municipal system.
PAGE 10: The large climbing rose ‘William Bain’ softens the
landscape while creating a bufer between the garden and
roadway traic.
PAGE 13: With good design elements and placement, a personal
garden space remains personal, even if it is on a mid-city rooftop.

For Leighton
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INTRODUCTION
Privacy is an overarching need in today’s home garden,
whether the garden is a small courtyard in a city condo
complex, a shallow front yard along a row of houses, or a
large space surrounded by a broad suburban lawn. Intrusions abound in modern life, and they assault all our senses.
We long to create that one place where such disturbances
are kept to a minimum. At home in our gardens, we want to
feel protected from the untoward aspects of the modern
world.
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Living close together can result in community support and
friendship, but noisy neighbors, annoying foot traffic cutting across your lawn, and marauding dogs (or children) can
be too close for comfort and unwelcome in our personal
space. These intrusions can take the form of environmental issues as well—consider a private seaside garden that
evokes a romantic ambiance, until the destructive forces
of wind and salt spray damage trees, shrubs, and flowers.
Privacy and sanctuary can be difficult to achieve in urban
and suburban communities: Whether a property is 5 acres
or 3200 square feet, none of us wants to hear the neighbor’s constantly barking dog or share a view of his (or our
own) compost pile when we are trying to enjoy a cookout
with friends.
Solutions to these and other problems are provided in
this book. Here you will find ideas to soften, or buffer, the
influence of poor conditions; to create barriers intrinsic to
the garden; and to protect or hide a view by choosing the
most appropriate screen. This book offers ideas for creating buffers for visual nuisances, noise, and environmental
problems; barriers against wildlife and other trespassers,
with information on fences, fence styles, and materials; and
screens for hiding the everyday drab within the garden as
well as the unwanted views outside the garden. In these
12

pages, you will also find information about hedges, hedge
plants, and other materials and how to use them for problem areas in locations from large backyard gardens, to balconies and rooftops.
The design solutions in this book are not quick fixes,
but practical, creative, sustainable ideas that will turn your
landscape into an enjoyable extension of your home. These
ideas for buffers, barriers, and screens are suitable both for
city and suburban living. Thoughtful design makes these solutions an integral part of the garden that fits in seamlessly.
Buffers that soften the impact of a nuisance can help build
13

a landscape of increasing interest in form and texture. Barriers keep out unwanted views and noise, but they can also
improve the visual appeal of a landscape, enhancing its vertical aspects. Screening hedges become more than shrubs
planted in a line; they create a green, living wall, incorporating the design elements of sequence and repetition to pull
together the landscape.
Out of sight, out of mind, we say; but our choices are
broader than any easy way out. An evergreen hedge may
provide an easy solution to screen off the view of your
neighbor’s hot tub, but it might not be the best idea for
screening out traffic noise. Every spring, an army of arborvitae appears at garden centers everywhere. They provide
a quick fix, but they are not necessarily the most appropriate answer to the question, “How can I make the ugly view
go away?” Good design requires commitment. A tall, thin
“wall” of hedge plants can disguise a chain-link fence, but if
those plants grow 25 ft. tall and wide, you need to make the
commitment to keep the hedge in check.
Some properties allow for sweeping solutions that use
giant hedges and solid fences, but others within the close
quarters of cities and suburbs have less private space with
which to create extensive landscapes. Truth is, a long stretch
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of tall hedge or a big, blank fence does not suit most modern
gardens. Neither is it appropriate for the size of most properties and the style of the home—be it Arts and Crafts or midcentury modern.
Hedges and humans share a long history, and the
hedge in a large suburban or city property will continue to
be an important element of the landscape, especially when
it is used in a way that solves a difficult situation and adds
to the artfulness of the garden. Hedges large and small, as
well as fences and other design devices, can be used to
enclose parts of the garden, to soften harsh effects, to provide privacy, and to disguise unwanted views without turning properties into little cells or eyesores.
This book offers information that can help you identify those aspects of the landscape that are not working
for you. You will find creative, individualized solutions that
fit your house, garden, and neighborhood style. In these
pages, you will discover the best solutions to use as buffers, barriers, and screens for your property, landscape,
and garden spaces to make them pleasant places to enjoy
in solitude or to share with family and friends. Explore your
options carefully, and you can improve your garden, home,
and life.
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ch. 1

BUFFERS
Softening the Impact of Nuisances

Like a pillow under your head, a secluded spot under a shaded canopy on a hot day, and the three place settings at the Thanksgiving table
between you and your annoying cousin, buffers smooth the way, softening unpleasant conditions. Buffers in the landscape can ease or dull
the offensive characteristics of nearby objects, traffic, circumstances,
animals, or people in a variety of ways, absorbing the shock of life’s
more unpleasant realities.
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A buffer does not remove the problem, but, like couching criticism
in fluffy phrases, it makes the offense less annoying. Buffers also
create the impression of distance: you may not add more actual
space between you and the unpleasant situation, but it will seem
farther away.
Buffers can be effective solutions in a variety of situations.
• The road traffic is too close—how do you escape?
• You need to put some distance between your
property and the neighbor’s yard, but you have little
space to spare.
• The din of passing traffic detracts from the beauty
of your garden and home.
• The noise from the barking dog next door, the kids
at the playground on the corner, and the neighbor’s
loud music are driving you crazy.
• You have little or no garden space, but you need to
plant something in a pot to provide a little privacy
screen between your deck and a neighboring view.
• Your house is exposed to the hot sun in summer
and could use some shelter during the winter.
• Your beachfront garden is getting burned by wind
and salt.
• You need your own space, but so do the kids and
the dog.
Nearby foot and car traffic might be too close to
your front door, and noisy neighbors can be a source
of constant irritation. As you seek relief from such nuisances in and around your own garden, patio, deck, or
terrace, you may be tempted to plant a tall hedge or
erect a solid fence to try to make the problem go away.
But such overdramatic solutions will not suit every situation. A hedge may hide the unpleasantness, but it will
not solve the problem. Those pesky irritations of city
and suburban life will increase as people move closer
and closer together in communities with condos, apartments, and houses on small lots.

You can use creative design ideas to buffer, or
soften, the offensive elements that keep you from enjoying your home and garden. Using good design principles, you can create a buffer that reflects your personal
style and contributes to the aesthetic of your property.
You cannot create more space between you and what
bothers you, but you can create the illusion of separation, which can work just as well.
In addition to manmade intrusions such as loud
traffic or noisy playgrounds, natural intrusive elements
can be softened by thoughtful selection and placement
of buffers created with plants and structures. Whether
the problem is the wind that whistles down the street
and swirls around your small patio garden, the sunlight
that heats up your dining room in summer, or the salt
spray that blows up onto your property, you can choose
design elements and plants that help alleviate the problems instead of merely hiding them. You cannot stop
the wind, the sun will continue to shine, and children
will continue to visit and play at the playground, but
you can still keep your home and garden beautiful and
comfortable despite these conditions.

PAGES 16 AND 17: Instead

of a barricade that keeps the world at
arm’s length, consider planting an ornamental garden bufer
between your home and sidewalk and street traic.
PAGE 18: An island bed ﬁlls the empty space between the front yard
and the road. The bubbling, mosaic fountain plays several roles,
including masking street noises and attracting birds.
OPPOSITE:This Clematis montana does not block the view into or
out of the home, but it forms a successful bufer between the house
and the street and creates the illusion of separation.
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VISUAL NUISANCES

Creating Bufers for Privacy and Sanctuary
One solution to the problem of visual nuisances is to
cushion the effect so that the problem recedes into the
background. A front porch too close to a busy street
might not be the quietest place to sit, but sometimes
it is all you have. You can lessen the irritation of traffic sights and sounds by creating a buffer: Plant a soft,
billowing strip of low shrubs intermingled with perennials and bulbs between your porch and the sidewalk
or roadway. Add a mixture of evergreen and deciduous shrubs to provide a year-round green strip and to
let in some extra light during the winter months. Such
a planting solves the problem and contributes to your
landscape at the same time.

Using elevation to your advantage
If your house and garden sit atop a slope, you can easily
create a buffer between your home and the jarring traffic on the street below. In fact, you can feel a bit of superiority as you look down on the city bus as it rumbles
by: You feel above it all. On a slope, the effect of buffer plantings is intensified. Plant a mixed row of shrubs
and perennials, or fill in the tops of retaining walls and
rockeries with low, mounding evergreen plants such as
rock roses (Cistus spp.), dwarf selections of Japanese
holly (Ilex crenata), and evergreen blueberries (such as
Vaccinium ‘Sunshine Blue’).

OPPOSITE, TOP: An

elevated bed of terraced perennials and shrubs,
instead of lawn alone, creates a sense of distance between the
home and the street.
OPPOSITE, BOTTOM LEFT: A mixed planting strip, beautiful in
all seasons, bufers the efects of passing street traic without
attempting to hide it. Even with no room for an efective sound
bufer, the plantings help to alleviate the efects of noise.
OPPOSITE, BOTTOM RIGHT: A bus stop on the street just outside the
front door calls for a bufer, not a barricade. This bountiful planting provides a bufer between home and sidewalk, and the plants
enhance the home instead of hiding it behind a hedge.
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Mounding shrubs for terraced slopes
Add a distance buffer by filling in terraced beds
with a mix of evergreen mounding shrubs.
Chamaecyparis obtusa ‘Nana’, ‘Nana Aurea’,
‘Nana Gracilis’, hinoki cypress: Small mounding
conifer with green (‘Nana’), golden (‘Nana Aurea’),
and dark green ‘Nana Gracilis’) foliage. 3 × 3 ft. Full
sun to part shade. Zones 4–8.
Cistus ×hybridus (syn. C. ×corbariensis), rock rose:
Evergreen with dark gray-green foliage; pink buds
to white flowers in late spring. 3 × 5 ft. Full sun.
Needs sharp drainage. Zones 7–10.
Cistus ×skanbergii, dwarf pink rock rose: Dense
evergreen with gray-green foliage; pink flowers in
late spring. 3 × 5 ft. Full sun. Needs sharp drainage.
Zones 7–10.
Ilex crenata ‘Helleri’, Japanese holly: Evergreen
with small, dark green foliage. 4 × 5 ft. Full sun to
part shade. Zones 6–9.
Ilex crenata ‘Northern Beauty’: Evergreen with
small, glossy, dark green foliage. 4 × 4 ft. Full sun to
part shade. Zones 6–9.
Pittosporum tenuifolium ‘Golf Ball’, golf ball
kohuhu: Evergreen with dense green foliage and
black stems. 3 × 3 ft. Full sun to part shade.
Zones 8–11.
Vaccinium ‘Sunshine Blue’, dwarf blueberry:
Semi-evergreen to deciduous with clusters of
white flowers in spring, long summer season of
fruit, and red and orange fall color. 4 × 4 ft. Full
sun to part shade. Zones 5–10.
Vaccinium ovatum, evergreen huckleberry:
Evergreen with dark green foliage and bronze new
growth; clusters of white flowers in spring followed
by fruit. 5 × 5 ft. Part shade to shade. Tolerates dry
summer soil once established. Zones 7–9.
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